Association of retrospective time estimation and severity of cognitive impairment.
Time perception has an important role in everyday life, but is not commonly measured in clinical routine assessment of suspected cognitive impairment, given the complexity of available assessment methods. Furthermore, evidence on the pattern of retrospective time perception in neurodegenerative diseases is contradictory. We asked 321 patients referred to neuropsychological assessment to retrospectively estimate the duration of the neuropsychological assessment session. We calculated the session actual duration, ratio, and accuracy of response. Patients were grouped into three categories: subjective cognitive impairment, mild cognitive impairment, and mild to moderate dementia. We found an overall tendency for underestimation of time, but no significant differences between groups regarding time estimation. There were significant, but weak, associations between time estimation and severity of cognitive impairment in several domains, with slightly different patterns across groups. Regardless of etiology, the majority of patients underestimated time, which was weakly associated with the severity of cognitive impairment. Global retrospective estimation may be clinically informative, particularly in a minority of extreme cases.